MARINE ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM

W I T H B U I LT I N U N I - D O C K
CODE:
MS-UD755

AUDIO
SOURCES

AM / FM / Bluetooth / USB / AUX x 2 / iPod / iPhone / MTP / Pandora /
DAB+ Ready / SiriusXM Ready (USA Only - requires SiriusXM connect
vehicle tuner and subscription)

WIRED
WIRELESS

K E Y FE ATURES
BUILT-IN UNI-DOCK
Designed to offer water resistant protection of any compatible
smart phone or media player from the harsh marine environment.
Engineered to securely house the world’s most popular smart
devices, while keeping them charged and ready. Included are 3
connector cables (Apple Lightning™, Apple 30‑Pin and Micro USB).
For supported Apple and MTP devices visit: .fusionentertainment.com

AUDIO STREAMING
PANDORA RADIO CONTROL
The MS-UD755 supports Pandora control, a dedicated source for
Apple devices when connected via USB.
Thumbs up and Thumbs down functionality is accessed from the front
face to help tailor the music to your preferences.
Pandora control from the MS-UD755 user interface includes adding
or removing stations, shuffling and skipping stations.

FUSION-LINK CONTROL
WIRED CONTROL - NMEA 2000 & ETHERNET
The MS-UD755 is NMEA2000 certified with Ethernet
connection options. This enables a FUSION-Link certified
Multi-Function Display (MFD) access to full functionality of the
unparalleled FUSION audio interface, making the MFD the
control center for the entire vessel.
For localized audio control a
FUSION NRX Series remote
can be installed in each zone.
Visit www.fusion-link.com for
compatible MFD’s.

WIRED

WIRELESS CONTROL BLUETOOTH, WI-FI & ANT™ TECHNOLOGY

Note: Pandora support for compatible Apple devices via USB and Bluetooth.
Android support via Bluetooth only.

The MS-UD755 now supports wireless control via ANTTM
technology from your compatible Garmin watch.

A2DP BLUETOOTH AUDIO STREAMING

Download the free FUSION-Link Lite app from the Connect IQ
Store today.

Stream music from any supported Bluetooth media device directly to
the FUSION MS-UD755. AVRCP enables song data to be displayed
on screen. Control is available from the stereo, FUSION‑Link MFD or
connected device.

SiriusXM SATELLITE RADIO
Simply connect the optional SiriusXM Connect Tuner to experience
SiriusXM satellite radio service on the open sea.
Note: SiriusXM is only available in the United States.

Visit www.siriusxm.com for more info.

FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT
FUSIONENTERTAINMENT.COM

Download the free FUSION-Link remote control app for
Bluetooth and wi-fi from the Apple® App Store or Google
Play™ and enjoy the freedom of wireless
control from your compatible smartphone.
Wi-Fi* connection
supports control only.
* Note: Wireless router

required

K E Y FE ATURES
MULTI-ZONE TECHNOLOGY

CLASS-D AMPLIFICATION

The FUSION MS-UD755 offers independent control of the balance,
subwoofer and volume level in four separate audio zones.

The high efficiency design, 2-Ohm stereo stable 280 Watt amplifier
increases power output to create louder and clearer audio while
reducing current draw.

Multi-Zone Technology also includes functionality for naming zones,
linking zones, disabling unused zones or setting volume limits.

APPLE iOS AND ANDROID/WINDOWS MTP
MEDIA PLAYBACK
Comprehensive control of any supported Apple or Android/
Windows MTP media device is made easy with FUSION’s fully
integrated user interface. Navigating through thousands of tracks
is intuitive when utilizing FUSION’s Alpha Search Technology,
allowing you to quickly navigate to any song based on a numerical
or alphabetical identifier.

OPTICALLY BONDED COLOR LCD DISPLAY
The widescreen LCD display is optically bonded to improve durability
and eliminate the possibility of condensation or fogging appearing
while out on the water. The color display will showcase iPod, USB
and MTP album art on screen where available. Able to resist extreme
temperatures and operate in direct sunlight.

To ensure reliability and longevity of hardware components the
Class-D Amplifier has been placed in its own chamber inside the sidefin heat sink to ensure maximum heat dissipation.
Save power by turning the internal amplifier off to reduce heat and
current draw, when the internal amplifier is not required.

GLASS FILLED COMPOSITE CHASSIS
Designed and engineered with a glass filled composite chassis to
electrically isolate the stereo from the hull and eliminate corrosion
from dissimilar metals.

FUSION PRODUCT INFO
CODE

GARMIN PN

EAN-13 BARCODE

MS-UD755

010-01882-00

0753759185206

GIFT BOX DIMENSIONS
(W) 247mm [9-3/4”] | (H) 112mm [4-7/16”] | (D) 412mm [16-1/4”]

SPECIFI C ATI ONS
SOURCES
AM / FM / Bluetooth / USB / AUX x 2 / iPod / iPhone / MTP / Pandora
/ DAB+ Ready / SiriusXM Ready (USA Only - requires SiriusXM
connect vehicle tuner and subscription)

GENERAL
Operating voltage:
Fuse rating:

POWER OUTPUT
Maximum:
70W x 4
26 Watts RMS @ 4 Ohms per channel @14.4v 10%THD+N
43 Watts RMS @ 2 Ohms per channel @14.4v 10%THD+N
Pre – Output Voltage: 6V (peak-peak)

+10.8–16 VDC
15 Amp

DI MENSI ONS
180mm [7-1/16”]

214mm [8-7/16”]
177mm [7”]

52mm
[2-1/16”]

216mm [8-1/2”]

78mm
[3-1/16”]
35mm
[1-3/8”]

25mm [1”]

